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Membership
TSITE actively promotes full membership in ITE (approximately 93% of total
membership are International members). To better personally introduce the
organization, this year’s Membership Committee produced an information packet
targeted toward the attraction of potential affiliate members of the Section.
Number
2
32
117
81
7
41

Membership Grade
Honorary
Fellow
Member
Associate
Institute Affiliate
Student Member

Annual Dues
$0
$15
Membership Facts:
$15
$15
300 total members.
$15
$15
123 (41%) are consultants.

Section Affiliates (By type):
2
8
2
9

Consultant
Government
Education
Vendors

$15
$15
$15
$15

104 (35%) are government employees.
41 (14%) are students.
16 (5%) are educators.
13 (4%) are vendors.
3 (1%) are retired.
6 (2%) live outside of Tennessee.
21 (7%) are ITE Life members.

Financial
TSITE’s Federal Employer Identification Number is 33-1015132. The organization is not
classified as a non-profit.
Balance of funds on hand January 1, 2005:
Income for Year 2005:
Membership Dues:
Meeting income:
Investment income:
Advertising income:
District reimbursement:
Scholarship income:
Correction from 2004:
Total Income:

Expenditures for Year 2005:
Printing/postage:
Meetings:
Special projects:
Awards:
Scholarship fund:
Student member support:

$9,785.60

$3,350
$15,456
$100 (est)
$350
$2,664.65
$4,080
$1,600
$27,580

$599.88
$4,163
$491
$984
$5,110
$185

Total expenditures: $11,533
Net Income:

$16,047

Balance of funds on hand December 31, 2005:

$25,832

There was no change in the Section Bylaws in 2005.

Technical Activities
The root of our organization’s technical activity is found in four quarterly meetings held
throughout the state. It is here that experiences are shared, initiatives are introduced,
results are presented, and questions are answered. The Section takes pride in providing
timely, varied programs that feature local speakers as well as students and other invited
guests. Also, we believe that interaction with other Sections and related organizations
broadens the awareness of our members and leads to stronger professional
relationships. Please see the Meetings section of this report for a summary of these
technical activities.

Legislative Activities
The TSITE Legislative Committee was formed this year to investigate the potential
interaction of our organization with the legislative process and to monitor the
transportation-related proceedings of our legislative bodies. Two bills were actively
monitored:
• Bill to allow planning, design, construction, and maintenance of a major toll bridge in

the Nashville area remains deferred in subcommittee.
• Bill to exempt persons over 21 from a mandatory motorcycle helmet was deferred

until January 2006.
Additionally, a “Congressional Corner” feature was added to the TSITE newsletter
listing other bills of potential interest to our members. Four other state bills in
addition to TEA-LU highlights were highlighted.

Meetings
TSITE ‘s four regular monthly meetings are a staple of our membership’s technical
activity. In addition, three local areas hold monthly social meetings for a total of over 35
TSITE meetings in 2005. In all, opportunities for 65 professional development hours
were made available during the year.

Date: March 3, 2005

Location: Vanderbilt University, Nashville

Purpose: TSITE’s annual Winter Meeting, held in conjunction with a student chapter
Technical Component:
Mr. Mark Cook, P.E., City of Clarksville Traffic
Engineer
Dr. James Dobbins, Ph.D., Vanderbilt University
Mr. John Houghton, Tennessee Department of
Transportation
Ms. Rachel Smith, Belmont University

Attendance: 89 TSITE members and students

Neighborhood Traffic Calming in
Clarksville
TDOT's Traffic & Safety
Information System
TDOT Long Range Plan
Legislative Issues

Date: May 26, 2005

Location: Bowling Green, Kentucky

Purpose: TSITE’s annual Spring Meeting, held in conjunction with KYSITE’s Meeting
and scholarship golf outing
Technical Component:
Ms. Melissa Cansler, City of Bowling Green
Mr. Paul Slone, Lexington-Fayette Urban County
Government
Mr. Fred Schwartz, Nashville Area MPO

Lexington Congestion
Management Plan
Bowling Green Major Thoroughfare
Plan
Nashville MPO Congestion
Management

Attendance: 34 TSITE members, 59 total

Date: July 8-9, 2005

Location: Fall Creek Falls State Park, Pikeville

Purpose: TSITE’s annual Summer Meeting and Auction for scholarship fundraising
Technical Component:
Kim Couch, Tennessee Tech University
Preston Elliott, Parsons Brinkerhoff
Bob Weithofer & Jonathan Cleghon, Metro Nashville
Public Works

Activity-Based Forecasting
(Student Paper Winner)
Quantifying Roadway Conditions
Using the Bicycle Compatibility
Index Model in Clarksville
Nashville's CMAQ Signal Timing
Early Results

Attendance: 82 TSITE members, students, and guests

Date: Sept. 21-23, 2005

Location: Knoxville, Tennessee

Purpose: TSITE’s annual Fall Meeting and first Tennessee Conference of Planning,
Landscape Architecture, and Transportation Engineering (held in conjunction with
state chapters of APA and ASLA)

Technical Component:
Allison Lockwood and Roger Henderson
Alan Childers
Teresa Estes, Lane Swauger
Jeff Hammond
Brad Thompson, Preston Elliott and Jerry Everett
Rodney Chester, John Benditz and Don Dahlinger
Rebecca Brooks, Bob Murphy
and Adetokunbo “Toks” Omishakin
John Mettile
Jim Alderman and Marshall Elizer
Dr. Jack Humphreys

A Timeless Way of
Street Building
Integrating Traffic Calming into the
Design of
Urban Streets
Corridor Planning, Which Comes
First?
Urban Freeway Removal:
A Review of Selected Cases
Freight and Goods Movement:
A Study for the Nashville Region
TDOT’S Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS)
Implementing a Successful Bicycle
and Pedestrian Program
Transforming the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet
Public Wayfinding: “Don’t Make Me
Turn This Car Around!”
Outdoor Lighting

Note: Speakers shown here only represent the ITE portion of the program. The
conference provided three concurrent tracks, including over 20 individual presentations,
workshops, and technical tours.
Attendance: 94 TSITE members and guests, 357 total

Date: October 16-18, 2005

Location: Chattanooga, Tennessee

Purpose: Joint meeting with APWA and SWANA
Technical Component:

Rick Wood, Trust for Public Land

Public Works and Urban Forestry
in Chattanooga
Chattanooga’s Greenway Plan

Richard Riggins, Neel-Schaffer, Inc.

Chickamauga Dam Roundabout

Mike Howard, Hamilton County Engineer

Tennessee Riverwalk

Steve Meyer, Volkert & Associates, Inc.

Chattanooga ITS Program

Don Moore, Engineering Forensics Group, Inc.

Automotive Black Box Technology

Dr. Aaron Rosenberg, Redflex Traffic Systems, Inc.

Photo Enforcement

Gene Hyde, Chattanooga City Forester

Attendance: 15 TSITE members

Student Activities
The four Student Chapters (University of Memphis, Vanderbilt University, Tennessee
Tech University, and the University of Tennessee) continued to be a source of pride for
TSITE in 2005. Thanks to dedicated faculty advisors, TSITE’s Career Development
Committee, individual chapter liaisons, and most importantly the enthusiasm of the
students themselves, great accomplishments have been made on our campuses. Some
outstanding activities include:
• Completion of traffic studies for local businesses (UT)
• Student presentations at TRB workshop (UT)
• First William H. Temple Scholarship Challenge champions (UT)
• Organized tour of TDOT’s TMC (VU and TTU)
• Organized tour of active construction sites (TTU)
• Attendance at Chapter and Section Meetings (UT, VU, TTU)
• Attendance at District Meeting (UT, VU)
• Faculty attendance at International Meeting (UM, VU)

Submitted Chapter Reports are included as appendix items.

Awards
Volunteer Distinguished Service Award (Plaque): Presented to an individual who, over a
period of years, has contributed outstandingly to the advancement of the transportation
profession both at the Tennessee Section and at District 5 levels.
2005 Recipient: Marble Hensley, P.E. – Arcadis

Tennessee Outstanding Individual Award (Plaque): Presented to an individual who, over
the previous year, has contributed significantly to the advancement of the transportation
profession and at both the Tennessee Section and Southern District (District 5) levels.
2005 Recipient: Cindy Pionke, P.E. – Knox County Dept. of Engineering

Jack B. Humphreys Young Member Award (Plaque): Presented to an individual who, is
35 years of age or less and, over a period of 1 year, has contributed outstandingly to the
advancement of the transportation profession in the Tennessee Section and District 5.
2005 Recipient: Dyan Schnarrs, EIT – RPM & Associates

Robert Stammer Student Chapter Award (Plaque): Presented to a Student Chapter
who, for the school year, has contributed outstandingly to the advancement of the
transportation profession in the Tennessee Section.
2005 Recipient: University of Tennessee

Student Awards
William L. Moore, Jr. Student Scholarship ($1,500 Scholarship and Plaque): Awarded to
engineering or planning student enrolled at a university within the state of Tennessee
and who has demonstrated a strong commitment to the transportation profession.
2005 Recipient: Elizabeth Pfohl (University of Tennessee)

TSITE Student Scholarship ($1,500 Scholarship and Plaque): Awarded to engineering
or planning student enrolled at a university within the state of Tennessee and who has
demonstrated a strong commitment to the transportation profession.
2005 Recipient: Sal Sarcona (University of Tennessee)

TSITE Student Paper First Place Award ($250 and Plaque): Recognition of the best
student paper submitted in the Tennessee Section competition.
2005 Recipient: Scott Beaird (University of Tennessee)

TSITE Student Paper Second Place Award ($100 and Plaque): Recognition of the
second best student paper submitted in the Tennessee Section competition.
2005 Recipient: Kim Couch (Tennessee Tech University)
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Other Notables
Tennesseans continued their tradition of enthusiastic attendance at District and local
meetings. Approximately 65 members, students, and spouses converged in Savannah
and our Winter and Fall Meetings each approach 100 members.
Four Tennesseans journeyed “down under” to the 2005 Internal Meeting in Melbourne
including Jeff Hammond, an ITE Young Member travel scholarship award winner.
Our website, www.tsite.org, continues to be an excellent portal for information
concerning the Section. For the first time, the site became an official election tool
as the on-line balloting process was a success.
Since the original TSITE Operations Manual was developed in 2001, several areas
needed updating. A complete overhaul of the document was undertaken and finished
for use by the 2006 incoming officers.
TSITE continues to be a strong proponent of collaborative technical meetings. This
year, meetings with the Kentucky Section ITE and the Tennessee chapters of the
American Planning Organization and American Society of Landscape Architects gave
us new contacts and a broader outlook on our profession.
A Legislative Committee was formed to monitor Transportation Committee agendas on
capitol hill. Two bills continue to be closely monitored by this committee.
Over $4,000 was raised at the annual scholarship auction. A total of $5,110 was
deposited into the TSITE scholarship fund this year.
The Tennessee Department of Transportation completed the Statewide Long-Range
Transportation Plan with the help of TSITE, one of 50± members of a statewide steering
committee.
District involvement included several recognitions at the April meeting in Savannah. Jeff
Hammond was awarded the Joseph Thomas Young Member Award, Craig Hanchey
was elected SDITE Secretary-Treasurer, and the team from the University of
Tennessee clinched the first prize in the William Temple Scholarship Challenge.
Dr. Arun Chatterjee became chair of International ITE’s Goods Movement Council.
Members welcomed back Bill Kervin from almost two years of active duty with the
National Guard 278th in Iraq. A signed proclamation recognizing Mr. Kervin’s service
was presented to his wife Kathy at the Fall Meeting awards ceremony.
New correspondence was created by the Membership Committee to introduce the
Section to potential affiliate members. An information packet including the all-new
Section brochure reached over 200 transportation professionals across the state.

The Tennessee Section honored the life and career of Mr. Marble Hensley. Mr. Hensley
was a founding member of ITE's Southern Section in 1953, served as ITE President in
1969, and was awarded TSITE's Volunteer Distinguished Service Award in September
before his passing on November 7th.
In addition to technical meetings, monthly local area meetings in Nashville,
Chattanooga, and Knoxville allow for informal fellowship. Local area meetings
accounted for over 30 TSITE meetings in 2005.
Successful meeting planning allowed TSITE to maintain among the lowest dues in the
District ($15) while keeping the average 1-day meeting registration cost at $20. Student
registration at all meetings remains free and some travel/accommodations costs are
covered.
Steve Meyer co-authored a paper entitled Encouraging Professionals to Teach
University Classes and presented it to the American Society of Engineering
Educators.

Individual Member Activities
The Tennessee Section is proud of the accomplishments of its individual members in
their technical and leadership pursuits. This year our members upheld a longstanding
tradition of being active in the profession, with other organizations, and in their
communities. Some of the activities of TSITE members in various areas follow.
Attendance or presentations in the following technical activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

American Society of Engineering Educators
Chattanooga Traffic Safety Advisory Council
APWA Chapter meetings
National Committee on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
NSPE/TSPE meetings
Various middle and high school and community college engineering
presentations
Florida DOT TEA-LU Workshop
Portland Cement Concrete Pavement Conference
Tennessee Public Transit Association Annual Meeting
AASHTO/SASHTO
Georgia Section ITE
North Carolina Section ITE
Kentucky Section ITE
American Planning Association meetings
ASCE Web Seminars
Tennessee TransCAD Model Users’ Group
“Engineers Day on the [Capital] Hill” in Nashville
FHWA Intersection Safety Program

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Nashville Chamber of Commerce, Transportation Committee
Society of Women Engineers
American Society of Highway Engineers
Monthly TSPE Middle Tennessee Chapter Meetings
SDITE Board Meetings
TAPA Winter Retreat
Tennessee ASCE Annual Meeting
Tennessee Chapter APWA Board Meetings
TDOT Statewide Steering Committee for LRTP, Nashville
APWA Road to Leadership officers’ meeting
TSITE Monthly Regional meetings in Nashville, Knoxville, and Chattanooga
Transportation Research Board
Modern Roundabout Design workshop
Various neighborhood group meetings

Awards and honors given to members this year include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

ACEC of Tennessee President’s Citation, Steve Meyer
Adjunct Faculty Service Award, UT Chattanooga, Steve Meyer
Nashville Chamber of Commerce Outstanding Volunteer of the Year, Bill Moore
SDITE Joseph Thomas Young Member Award, Jeff Hammond
ITE Transportation Consultants Council travel scholarship, Jeff Hammond
Middle Tennessee TSPE Government Engineer of the Year, Don Dahlinger

Leadership positions held in various professional organizations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

President, Southern District ITE, Bob Murphy
President, Chattanooga Chapter ACEC, Steve Meyer
Tennessee Highway Official Certification Board, Jack Marcellis
President-Elect Tennessee Chapter APWA, Jack Marcellis
Tennessee Infrastructure Alliance, Bill Moore
Southern District Awards Committee Chair, John Van Winkle
Southern District Editor, Sharon Schutz
Judge of Nashville’s “Excellence in Development” Competition, John Van Winkle
Member of Executive Committee of ITE’s Good’s Movement, Arun Chatterjee
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APPENDIX

Including:
Congressional Corner – TSITE Legislative Committee’s newsletter
update (1 page)
TSITE Fall Meeting brochure and schedule (7 pages)
UT, VU, and TTU Student Chapter Reports (18 pages)
Screen capture of TSITE on-line voting page (1 page)
Military service proclamation (1 page)
Brochure created as part of affiliate member campaign (2 pages)
Encouraging Professionals to Teach University Classes, Steve Meyer (8
pages)

TTN
Winter 2004-2005
____________________________________________________________________________________

Congressional
corner
In February, TSITE undertook a concerted effort
to bring members more information on the
activities of our state legislature. Led by member
Devin Doyle, the Legislative Committee will
review the weekly calendars of Senate and House
Transportation Committees, looking for items of
interest to our organization.

New
Feature!

* Includes a “reopener” provision that stops flow
of funding after two years to allow Congress to
find additional funding; it is unclear from what
year the reopener will take effect
* Does not include member projects

Tennessee
*SB 1325 by *Burchett, Henry, Miller,
Southerland (HB 1215 by *Davidson)
Safety - Exempts persons 21 years of age or
older from wearing a mandatory crash helmet
while riding motorcycle, motorized bicycle, or
motor-driven cycle. - Amends TCA Section 559-302.

As it arises, notable legislation will be posted
here in the Congressional Corner feature. We’ll
also bring the latest from Washington and if your
local government is passing unique ordinances,
let us know and we’ll publish that, too.

National
In March, the US Senate passed TEA-LU
(officially: HR 3, the Transportation Equity Act:
A Legacy for Users). For FY04-09, it funds
highways at $235 billion and transit at $49
billion.

*SB 0140 by *Cooper (HB 0594 by *Curtiss)
Railroads - Requires all Class III railroads to
maintain crossings on all roads not maintained
by state. - Amends TCA Section 65-11-103.
SB 0297 by *Williams (*HB 0118 by
*Harmon, Pinion)
Tennessee Regulatory Authority - Transfers
railroad jurisdiction from the department of
transportation and places such jurisdiction with
the Tennessee regulatory authority. - Amends
TCA Title 65 and Title 67.

TEA-LU Highlights
* Increases TEA-21 guaranteed funding by 42
percent
* Includes tax law changes passed last year that
restore the 5.2 cents per gallon subsidy to the
Highway Trust Fund (HTF) and revoke the
diversion of 2.5 cents per gallon from HTF to the
General Fund
* Includes $6 billion for projects of national and
regional significance
* Implements a Congestion Relief Program—
new state requirements for projects that increase
motor vehicle travel reliability and maximize
roadway capacity and efficiency and remove
bottlenecks; establishes time periods for
completion of congestion relief program
* $590 for High Risk Rural Road Program
* $875 million over five years for Safe Routes to
School Program
* $52.35 billion guaranteed funding for transit
over six years–51 percent increase in guaranteed
funding over TEA-21
* $2 billion for rural public transportation
* Provides funds for new disabled transportation
programs in areas where it is not available–
administration’s New Freedom Initiative
* Does not include a plan to address the
donor/donee issue, expected to be addressed in
conference negotiations

SB 0775 by *Burchett (*HB 0874 by
*Campfield)
Motor Vehicles - Prohibits the use of engine
compression brakes on tractor trailers unless
such brakes are equipped with a muffler or it is
an emergency. - Amends TCA Title 55, Chapter
8, Part 1.
SB0627 by *Black. (*HB0311 by *Lynn,
*Maggart, *Turner M.)
Highways, Roads and Bridges - Directs
department of transportation to construct, or to
contract for the construction, of a toll bridge in
Sumner County. - Amends TCA Title 54,
Chapter 15.
*SB 0524 by *Crutchfield (HB 1387 by
*Newton)
Railroads - Requires Memphis to maintain
railroad right-of-way properties at its expense
within the municipal boundaries. - Amends TCA
Title 65, Chapter 11, Part 1.
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TSITE initiated its first on-line voting procedure in 2005.

ENCOURAGING PROFESSIONALS TO TEACH
UNIVERSITY LEVEL CLASSES
Stephen E Meyer, P.E.1
Edwin P. Foster, Ph.D., P.E.2

Abstract - Active participation of professionals in teaching college classes can provide college students an insight
to what a profession in the class topic might involve. The process of identifying the problem, knowing the process
for determining the solution, and having the tools to provide that solution is something that professionals in the field
do every day. This paper concerns the approach that was taken by the University of Tennessee at Chattanooga and
several civil engineering professionals to provide a teaching environment to university students in the transportation
engineering field by those who provide engineering design solutions on a daily basis.
This paper presents the process of recruiting professionals, selecting the topics to be taught by those most familiar
with the topics, setting the schedule for the class, coordinating the numerous administrative activities that had to
take place for the execution of quizzes and exams using five professional engineers as professors.
Keywords: adjunct instruction, coordinated instruction, team teaching

INTRODUCTION
Growing and supporting an academic program is always a challenge for universities across the United States. With
limited funding and a small student demand, academic administrators to look for creative ways to build a program
by providing a strong academic curriculum. The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga (UTC) School of
Engineering in late summer of 2004 desired to have an introductory transportation class (ENCE 362 Transportation
I) taught to continue their efforts in providing a transportation specialty for their civil engineering graduates. In the
past the Civil Engineering Program was able to find an engineer in industry to teach its transportation classes, but
the time required for preparation and teaching the class left no individuals who wanted to commit the time and
effort necessary for such a small compensation.
The second author discussed the need for an adjunct professor with many individuals in the Chattanooga
community, but none were able to set aside the time to teach the class. The first author suggested that a team
approach to the problem be used. Due to his business commitments, he would be out of town many of the days
when class was to be taught. He would not be able to teach the class, but he did agree to recruit several
transportation professionals and would become the program coordinator (PC).

1

Volkert & Associates, Inc., 6016 Shallowford Road Suite 100, Chattanooga, TN 37421
Email: smeyer@volkert.com

2

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, 615 McCallie Avenue, Dept. 2502, Chattanooga, TN 37403
Email: edwin-foster@utc.edu
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PROGRAM APPROACH
The UTC School of Engineering requires that adjunct professors have a Master’s Degree in their field to teach
undergraduate classes. This narrowed the field of potential instructors available for class instruction. Several
contacts were made. The primary discussions surrounded the amount of time that would be needed to teach the
class. Each individual expressed that the time commitment was too great for him or her individually but they
offered to help on a part time basis. They were told that a team teaching approach was going to be used. Because
the teaching responsibilities would be spread amongst several instructors, the time commitment was workable.
They were very motivated to teach because they enjoy their profession and wanted to show students that the
profession was challenging and rewarding. Five transportation engineering professionals with master’s degrees in
civil engineering agreed to teach up to six classes each during the fall semester of 2004. Of those five instructors,
four were registered professional engineers and one was an engineer in training. The number of years of experience
in the group amounted to over 80 years.
Time was very limited for preparation of the class topics, syllabus, selection of a textbook, and class schedule which
were all critical for a successful class. Three weeks before the class was to begin, the five instructors, the PC and
the second author met to lay the groundwork for class instruction. For the next two hours the instructors discussed
all that was necessary to conduct the introductory transportation class. Once again, due to the limited time for
preparing the class, it was decided the textbook that was available at UTC would be used. The text was
Transportation Engineering Planning and Design, 4th ed., Wright and Ashford, 1998.
The semester would last from August 24 through December 2, 2004. There would be a total of 29 seventy-five
minute classes. It was decided to have five examinations and a course final that would cover all the material
covered during the semester. Several instructors brought the syllabus they had received when they took a similar
course. Others reviewed class descriptions from other civil engineering programs across the nation. Much
discussion took place on which topics would be covered and in what depth. The instructors expressed their desire
on what topics they preferred to present. It was decided to give closed book closed note tests and to provide the
students with all appropriate tables and figures. The syllabus went through several revisions over the next week
which included references, how many tests would be given, how the tests would be given and how much weight
would be given to homework and quizzes. The instructors’ names, office telephone numbers and email addresses
were listed to allow communication for the students. The final syllabus is listed below.
ENCE 362
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING I
FALL 2004
Textbook: Transportation Engineering Planning and Design, 4th ed., Wright and Ashford, 1998
References: Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices, 2003
Highway Capacity Manual, 2000 Edition
Roadside Design Guide
Manual of Transportation Engineering Studies (MTES)
Roundabouts: An Informational Guide (RAIG)
A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets, AASHTO
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Class notebooks will be required for this course. Keep all class notes, homework problems, exams, and quizzes in
this notebook. It will be turned in on the day of the final exam. (This will be returned to you at a later date.)
All exams will be closed book and closed notes. Any necessary equations or charts will be provided to you on the exam.
DON’T MISS EXAMS! Any make-up exams, if deemed necessary, will be significantly harder!
Quizzes may be given at the beginning of each class and will cover the reading assignment for that day’s lecture material.
The lowest quiz grade will be dropped.
Final Exam will be closed book and closed notes. It will also be multiple choice questions. All other exams will have
random questioning from essay to problem solving to fill-in-the-blank.
All homework assignments must be turned in before lectures begin. All late homework will have automatic deduction in
grade.
Grading: Final Exam - 30%
Exam 1 - 5 - 50%
Homework - 10%
Quizzes - 5%
Class Notebook - 5%
Instructors:
Stephen Meyer

Volkert & Associates, Inc.

O: 423-842-3335

smeyer@volkert.com

Bill Allen

Transportation Planning at North GA
Regional Development Council

O: 706-272-2300

tpc@ngrdc.org

Fritz Brogdon

Volkert & Associates, Inc.

O: 423-842-3335

fbrogdon@volkert.com

Karen Headlee

Volkert & Associates, Inc.

O: 423-842-3335

kheadlee@volkert.com

David McFarlin

Volkert & Associates, Inc.

O: 706-278-9288

dmcfarlin@volkert.com

John Van Winkle

Chattanooga Traffic Engr.

O: 423-757-5005

vanwinkle@mail.chattanooga.gov

Program Coordinator

Class

Date

1

Aug. 24

Major Topics
Introduction & Class Overview

Professor

Reading Assignment

Bill Allen

Chap. 1-3

Functional Classification
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Class

Date

2

Aug. 26

3

Aug. 31

Major Topics

Professor

Reading Assignment

Functional Design - Roadway

David McFarlin

Chap. 4 & 6

Functional Design - Intersections

John Van Winkle

Chap. 13, Pg. 411-420
Handout
RAIG Chap. 1 & 2

4

Sept. 2

Horizontal Alignment

Fritz Brogdon

Chap. 12

5

Sept. 7

Vertical Alignment

Fritz Brogdon

Chap. 12

6

Sept. 9

Exam #1

7

Sept. 14

Pavement Design

Bill Allen

Chap. 14, pg. 457-473

8

Sept. 16

Drainage

Fritz Brogdon

Chap. 14, pg. 427-447

9

Sept. 21

Drainage

Fritz Brogdon

Chap. 14

10

Sept. 23

Drainage

Fritz Brogdon

Chap. 14

11

Sept. 28

Exam #2

12

Sept. 30

Earthwork

Fritz Brogdon

Chap. 14, pg. 447-456

13

Oct. 5

Roadside Design

Karen Headlee

Chap. 13, pg. 392-397

14

Oct. 7

Traffic Control Devices

Karen Headlee

Chap. 5, pg. 113-125

15

Oct. 12

Capacity Analysis- Roadway

David McFarlin

Chap. 8

16

Oct. 14

Capacity Analysis- Intersections

John Van Winkle

Handout, HCM 2000
Chap. 10, p.10-9 to 10-35

17

Oct. 19

Exam #3

18

Oct. 21

Fall Break - No Class

19

Oct. 26

Traffic Studies

John Van Winkle

Chap. 8, Handout
MTES Chap.2,3,11

20

Oct. 28

Traffic Studies

John Van Winkle

Chap. 11, Handout
MTES Chap. 9

21

Nov. 2

Bicycles/Pedestrians/ADA

Bill Allen

Handout

22

Nov. 4

Bicycles/Pedestrians/ADA

Bill Allen

Handout
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Class

Date

Major Topics

Professor

Reading Assignment

23

Nov. 9

Exam #4

24

Nov. 11

Parking Design

Karen Headlee

Chap. 15, pg. 482-487

25

Nov. 16

Railroad Design

David McFarlin

Chap. 4, pg. 98-109

25

Nov. 16

Railroad Design

David McFarlin

5, pg. 132-133
Chap. 12, pg. 363-364
367, 379-384, 360-362, 356357,351-353
Chap. 13, 397-411, 420-425
Chap. 15, 487-497

26

Nov. 18

Airport Design

David McFarlin

Chap. 4, pg. 84-93
Chap. 5, pg. 134-147
Chap. 6, 178-181
Chapters 16, 17 and 18

27

Nov. 23

Exam #5

28

Nov. 25

Thanksgiving - No Class

29

Nov. 30

Program Modeling/ Software Intro

30

Dec. 2

Review Class for Final

ALL

PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION
Early in the process there was the realization that coordination between the instructors was going to be critical to
have a successful teaching environment. There was also a large amount of reading required by the class and there
was no time to get all the publications into the campus library. The PC requested that all instructors either send to
him their respective readings in a PDF format or send the documents to him for scanning and creating a PDF
document. Each of the documents was copied to a CD and given to the second author who then created 18 CDs,
one for each student in the class. This way each student would have the reading materials for each class available
on any computer.
The decision to have quizzes before a class period was suggested to encourage students to read the class assignment
before the class period. A problem arose in returning the quizzes due to the number of changes of instructors during
the course. A system was devised to have the grading instructor transport the tests back to a campus mailbox. The
next instructor had to be reminded that the previously graded papers were available for distribution.
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This created a problem not only for quizzes but for questions in general. When there is not a consistent instructor
available on campus, how do you answer students’ questions? If the questions were straightforward, the instructor
in the classroom answered the question. If the instructor could not answer the question, the student had to contact
the instructor who precipitated the question in the first place. In most instances the students used email to get their
questions answered.
One thing that was observed during the teaching process was that with the numerous references, homework
problems presented the need and the practice for students to understand where to go and how to use the references
as it is practiced by engineers on the job. This is a process the professionals use daily during their work day and
were able to convey during the class period.
Developing and grading of exams created another challenge. The PC would send an email at least a week in
advance of an exam to the instructors who taught the respective classes since the last exam. The length of the exam
was seventy five minutes, so the length of time they were allowed for exam questions was determined by dividing
the number of classes they taught into seventy five. The PC would then receive questions from each instructor and
have them copied to the exam. Also the answer key was to be sent to the PC which would be given to the students
after the exam. Because each instructor had to grade his or her questions, those questions of that instructor had to
be placed on separate sheets on the exam. After the exam each instructor received the appropriate pages to grade.
The exams were then put back together, points added up and total numerical grades were written on the front of the
exam. The PC then returned the exams to the campus mailbox for distribution. This turned out to be a very time
consuming process and since the class only met on Tuesdays and Thursdays, it could be a week before the test was
returned.

PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS
At the time of this publication the class is still being taught, so the final assessment of its success or failure will be
made in the near future. However a few lessons can be passed on now.
1.

Select your instructors as early as possible for the class.

2.

Start selecting the textbook and readings at least 3-4 months before class is to begin to allow for textbook
and publication ordering and delays.

3.

See what you can do to compensate the professionals for the time and effort required. This will increase
the potential number of recruits you will find who will commit to the endeavor. Universities might
consider special foundation grant monies. Another possibility would be to have local engineering firms
donate gifts to a fund for the project. They will definitely benefit by hiring more qualified engineering
students from the program. Another option is to have individual engineering professionals also donate to
the fund for special instructional programs.

4.

When recruiting, make sure the PC is aware of all of the latest teaching tools available at your institution
and how they could be used. Provide instruction as needed.

5.

Make sure the PC sets aside plenty of time for coordinating multiple professionals.

6.

The PC needs to establish and maintain communications between professionals for smooth operations.

7.

If there are special laws, rules or guidelines instructors should be informed on what those are. In this case
there were requirements from ABET for which the instructors had to conform.

8.

When preparing for the class instruction, make sure any prerequisites necessary for students to successfully
take the course are identified and listed as prerequisites for the class.
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9.

Do not allow professors to overload students with reading materials outside of their textbook.
Supplementing the textbook is necessary for some topics, but making students responsible for materials
that aren’t readily available to them is not always fair. Providing one copy of that book in the library is not
sufficient if you have more than just a few students in a class. Have professors introduce the supplemental
handbook and build on the topics out of their original text.

10. Tell your instructors that the instructions for homework should be very specific. When a 1000-page
manual is made available and a question is asked about how important is this material – do not answer
“everything!”. The students really want to know which pages should be read and studied in detail.
11. Professors should be aware of the time and effort that is involved in giving students feedback. Whether
grading homework or exams, professors should be responsible for providing the students a quick turnaround for grades and be as available as possible to answer questions.
12. Give each instructor and each student an email address list of all students. Then when a student asks a
question by email all other students should be copied. The instructor should then click on “Reply to All”
when answering the question.

CONCLUSIONS
The primary purpose of the program presented above was to recruit professionals to teach college engineering
classes and provide a quality classroom experience for the students. Recruiting the professionals to teach the class
was not nearly as difficult as coordinating the class content presentation and providing a consistent method for
instructors and students to communicate outside of class time. Overall, the response from the instructors was
positive and a number of students indicated that their experience with professionals in the field added to their
learning experience. Of the eighteen students in the class, there was only one D and one F awarded at the end of the
semester.
Another concern was the compensation which id often offered for instructors to come in on a part time basis. The
amount of experience the instructors had for this course was over 80 years in transportation engineering and
professional engineering licenses. Currently the compensation for the class is $1500 for preparing the class
content, reviewing homework, making and grading tests and providing consultation to students. If two hours were
assigned for preparing for each contact hour of 28 classes (which was less than it actually took) and 1.25 hours for
instructing the students for each class period there was a total of (28*1.25*3) or 105 hours. For a professional
engineer with a Master’s Degree with at least 10 years of experience to provide consulting services you would
expect to pay $100 per hour as a minimum. The cost for consultation would be 105* $100 or $10,500 as a
minimum. This should be taken into consideration the next time you want to have professionals come teach your
engineering classes as an adjunct instructor.
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